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In Our Project…

� We are mainly considering two reactions, 
Charged and Neutral Pion Pairs

�ep  à  e̕p̕ 𝜋 + 𝜋 −

� 𝜋𝜋	  Isospin I=1, angular momentum J=1

� 𝜌(770)
� Isospin I=0, angular momentum J=0

� f0(500), f0(980)

�ep  à  e̕p̕ 𝜋0	  	  	  𝜋0
� Isospin zero, spin zero channel (I:J=0:0)

� f0(500), f0(980)
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Deep Virtual Factorization: 
low-mass hadronic final state
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� B. Lehmann-Dronke et al., Phys Lett B 475 (2000) 147

� B. Lehmann-Dronke et al., Phys Rev D, 63 (2001) 114001
� Neutral mesonic final state:  π+π– or π0π0

a) [Flavor-Diagonal quark-GPD] ⊗ [qq-Two-Pion Distribution Amplitude (DA)]

b) [Flavor-Diagonal quark-GPD] ⊗ [gluon-Two-Pion Distribution Amplitude (DA)]

c) [Gluon-GPD] ⊗ [qq-Two-Pion Distribution Amplitude (DA)]



Deep sigma

� σ-meson: f0(500)  well established
� Pole = (450±20)MeV – i(275±12) MeV)

� Microscopic structure of f0(500) 
not well understood.

�
� tetraquark, ππ-molecule
� glueball
� superposition of all of the above

� σ-meson Asymptotic Distribution Amplitudes: 
𝛟gluon = 2 𝛟qq

� Deep sigma-production offers intringing evidence for 
gluonic content of f0(500)
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Deep Virtual ππ Production Amplitude
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� Dynamics: 
� S(𝜏,z;ξ) = Hard scattering amplitude (quark-gluon propagators) 
� ΩJ;I = Omnès-function, derived from ππ phase shifts

� 𝜏 = average momentum fraction of parton in nucleon
� z = momentum fraction of parton in ππ DA

� Kinematics:



ππ Mass Distribution (Omnès F’n)
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� L.Dai, M.Pennington, 
Phys Rev D 90 036004
(2014) 

� L=0 
� f0(500)

� f0(980)

� Small I=2 non-resonant

� L=2
� f2(1270)

� Small I=2 non-resonant

Phase                                          Amplitude



ππ Omnès F’n I;J = 1;1 (𝝆-meson)
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� L.Dai, M.Pennington, 
Phys Rev D 90 
036004 (2014) 
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Deep Meson Production
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� Corrections up to factor of 10 to leading-order 
factorization at Jlab kinematics

� Successful phenomenology with finite-size/𝜒SB in 
𝛾àmeson amplitude and kinematic higher twist in 
proton GPD.
� Deep π0, η: 𝜒SB Twist-3 DA⊗GPDT

� dσT >> dσL

� (Recent Hall A and CLAS results)

� Deep 𝜙 :  Sudakov form factor 
(finite-size) suppression:
� CLAC/HERMES/HERA data     è è
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Figure 7: The longitudinal cross section for φ production at W = 75 GeV. Data are taken
from [13] (open triangles), [37] (solid squares) and [38] (open squares). Left: Full (dashed,
dash-dotted, dotted) line represents the handbag predictions for the cross section (gluon,
gluon-sea interference, sea contribution). Right: Predictions for the cross section with
error bands resulting from the Hessian errors of the CTEQ parton distributions (full line)
and compared to the leading-twist result (dashed line).
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Figure 8: The longitudinal cross section for ρ production at W = 75 GeV. Data are taken
from [11, 39] (solid squares) and [12] (open squares). For other notations cf. Fig. 7.
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The Deep 𝝆 Problem
� s-channel helicity-conservation violated

� Cross section is anomalously large at low W.
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Fig. 25. World data for the reduced cross-sections γ∗
Lp → pρ0

L as a function of W for constant Q2 bins, in units of µbarn.
The lowest cross-section point in the 2.80 GeV2 < Q2 < 3.10 GeV2 bin (from Cornell) corresponds to the low Rρ (=0.38) point
in fig. 22 and might be unreliable. The dashed curve shows the result of the GK calculation and the thin solid curve shows
the result of the VGG calculation. Both calculations are based on double distributions as proposed in ref. [46] for the GPD
parametrizations and incorporate higher-twist effects through k⊥-dependence. They differ essentially in summing coherently or
not the gluon and the quark exchange handbag contributions (see fig. 24). The thick solid curve is the VGG calculation with
the addition of the D-term inspired contribution. The dot-dashed curve shows the results of the Regge JML calculation. The
4.2 GeV CLAS, Cornell, HERMES, E665 and ZEUS data are, respectively, from refs. [21], [19], [20], [33] and [34].

section near W ≈ 10GeV comes from the combined ef-
fect of the decreasing f2 contribution and the increas-
ing pomeron contribution, whose trajectory has an inter-
cept of α(0) ≈ 1 + ϵ. Although the JML model repro-
duces the general W -dependence of the longitudinal ex-
clusive ρ0 cross-section relatively well, it drops as a func-
tion of Q2 faster than the data and agrees only up to
Q2 ≈ 4.10GeV2.

We now turn to the GPD approaches. The dashed line
shows the result of the GK model, while the thin solid
line shows the result of the VGG model. We see that they
give a good description of the high- and intermediate-W
region, down to W ≈ 5GeV. This result was already ob-
served by the HERMES Collaboration [20]. At high W
the slow rise of the cross-section is due to the gluon and
sea contributions, while the valence quarks contribute only
at small W (this decomposition is shown in fig. 28 when
we discuss the transverse cross-section). We see a signif-
icant disagreement between the GK and VGG models at
intermediate W , which can be clearly explained by the
fact that, as was mentioned in sect. 3.2, the GK model
takes the interference between the two handbag diagrams
of fig. 24 into account, while the VGG model sums them
incoherently. This interference is of course maximal at in-
termediate W ’s where the gluon handbag diagram starts

to become significant, while the valence part of the quark
handbag diagram is still significant. The data do not par-
ticularly favor GK over VGG but it is clear that, on purely
theoretical grounds, the GK model is more correct. It is
remarkable that, except in this intermediate-W region, i.e.
in the high- and low-W regions, the GK and VGG mod-
els are in close agreement. The fact that two independent
groups with different numerical methods and approxima-
tions tend to agree gives some relative confidence in the
calculations.

At lower-W values, where the new CLAS data lie, it
is striking that both the GK and VGG models fail to re-
produce the data. This discrepancy can reach an order
of magnitude at the lowest-W values. The trend of these
particular GPD calculations is to decrease as W decreases,
whereas the data increase. In the VGG and GK calcula-
tions, these trends can be understood as follows: GPDs
are approximately proportional to the forward quark den-
sities q(x). This relation is not so direct since the quark
densities are, in the double-distributions ansatz of ref. [46],
convoluted with a meson distribution amplitude but, still,
the main trends remain. Then, as x increases (i.e. W de-
creases), GPDs tend to go to 0 since q(x) ≈ (1−x)3 for x
close to 1. There might be, according to the scale, a slight
local increase or bump around x ≈ 0.3, due to the va-

VGG, no D-term 

enhancement

Goloskokov, 
Kroll



Conclusions
� Deep 𝝆 is a background to deep σ in the π+π– channel.

� Theory work on deep 𝝆: 
� Goloskokov-Kroll: Transversity

� C.Weiss:  Instanton dynamics study in progress.

� Detecting deep σ in the π0π0 channel is free of 𝝆
background, but is challenging in CLAS12.

� We would like to analyse these data from CLAS12 Run 
Group A

� We have started to write a MC generator based on  the 
Lehmann-Dronke formalism.
� Comments, suggestions welcome.
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Thank You
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ππ Final State Quantum Numbers
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� J. Peláez: ”From controversy to precision on the sigma meson: a 
review on the status of the non-ordinary f0(500) resonance”, 
Phys.Rept. 658 (2016) 1
� The entire history, and struggle, to understand the strong interactions can be 

found in this story of the σ-meson

Jπ; I Resonance Re[Pole] Im[Pole]= –𝛤
0+; 0 σ, f0(500) 450±20 –275±12

f0 (980) 990±20 –40±20

1–; 1 𝝆(770) 770±5 –148±1

2+; 0 f2(1270) 1275±1 –185±3

Jπ; 2 Non-Resonant


